WHEREAS, Virginia Tech’s strategic goal to advance its global distinction requires elevating the research contributions of the university’s faculty members; and

WHEREAS, Virginia Tech’s distinctive research contributions as a land-grant institution are expressed in the Code of Virginia (23-132.1) which recognizes and values the diverse research and scholarly activities and outputs of faculty members; and

WHEREAS, since 2015, the international research community has developed and endorsed ten evidenced-based principles to guide the consideration of research outcomes within the higher education context; and

WHEREAS, these principles are based on international goals for the responsible assessment of research as outlined in the journal *Nature* (2015); and

WHEREAS, since 2019, the Virginia Tech Faculty Senate has studied the value of adopting a statement on the responsible assessment of research metrics based on the guiding principles as outlined in Nature; and

WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate voted affirmatively on April 21, 2023, to adopt “The Statement on the Responsible Use of Research Metrics” (The Statement) included below; and

WHEREAS, The Statement serves to educate the university community on innovative means by which to consider research contributions and to guide the use of equitable and inclusive metrics that are communicated clearly during hiring processes, annual
evaluations, and promotion and tenure.

**NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED**, that Virginia Tech’s University Council adopt The Statement on the Responsible Use of Research Metrics (Appendix A); and

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED**, that while The Statement does not override university policy, departments, schools, and colleges communicate the guidelines outlined in The Statement on the Responsible Use of Research Metrics for use when considering department, school, and college expectations for faculty promotion in all types including faculty promotion and tenure.
Virginia Tech Faculty Statement on Responsible Use of Research Metrics

Endorsed and approved by the Virginia Tech Faculty Senate on April 21, 2023

Outlined below is Virginia Tech’s first statement on the responsible use of research metrics, based on the Leiden Manifesto for Research Metrics, but with an emphasis on issues specific to Virginia Tech. The Leiden Manifesto is an international response to the growing reliance on quantitative indicators used to evaluate and govern research, authored by experts in research policy, bibliometrics, and scientometrics. Our statement serves to provide support and guidance to the university community on implementing more inclusive and fair research assessment of faculty and other researchers or scholars, especially as it pertains to communicating explicit expectations during hiring, annual evaluations, and promotion and tenure, and to provide a unified voice from the Virginia Tech faculty on advocating a healthy, encouraging, and diverse research environment.

1. Assessment of individual researchers should be based on a qualitative judgment of their portfolio, and quantitative metrics should support, not supplant, qualitative, expert assessment.

Research, scholarship, and creative activities at Virginia Tech are diverse and wide ranging, and scholars come from different disciplines and are in different career stages, which all affect metric values. Virginia Tech acknowledges that quantitative metrics can help avoid potentially biased peer assessments during crucial review periods; however, such quantitative metrics should complement, not supplant, expert peer reviews of individuals, and can also be used at macro-level assessments, such as university strategic planning. Quantitative metrics should not be abandoned in individual evaluation, but they should be used to inform or support it rather than relied upon as a sole means to determine an individual's career advancement, such as for promotion, tenure, or hiring decisions. Selection of appropriate and knowledgeable peer reviewers in the researcher's field or area of research is crucial to ensuring a fair and balanced assessment process, something that can be challenging for those in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research (IDR/TDR). Selection of reviewers should be made with input from the person being assessed, as well as by at least one faculty member familiar with the work being assessed. Departments are strongly encouraged to clearly communicate, preferably in writing, expectations of scholarly productivity, metrics used to assess scholarship, and how those metrics will be used. Such written communication should be a part of formal departmental expectation documents all units are required to have, but they can also be included in other formal faculty reviews. We recommend flexibility rather than strict measures, especially to accommodate faculty publishing in niche fields and in IDR/TDR.
2. **Measure performance against the research missions or values of the institution, group, and/or researcher.**

Goals and missions of individual departments or units should be clearly stated and communicated before selecting quantitative metrics for use in individual assessments, which should be selected carefully and align directly to those goals; departments and units should also carefully evaluate the metrics for relevance and accuracy in how they can be practically applied to their mission, values, and/or goals. Such missions, goals, and metrics should be department- or unit-driven to reflect discipline-specific needs and values while allowing adaptability for those producing IDR/TDR or other scholarship or creative projects that may not directly align with departmental goals and values, which is crucial for ensuring academic freedom. Communicating expectations with researchers who may not align with discipline- or department-specific goals and expectations is crucial to ensuring success in their academic career.

3. **Protect excellence in locally relevant and community-engaged research.**

Faculty members and researchers are often assessed based on the journals or venues in which they publish, which are typically rated based on their national or international reputations and/or impact factors. However, research on regional or local issues may be published in local journals, government reports, and at local exhibitions or venues. If departments or individuals value locally relevant and community-engaged research, they should take the initiative to foster growth of faculty members interested in pursuing such research and projects.

4. **Keep data collection and analytical processes open, transparent, and simple.**

Transparency in evaluation processes is necessary to ensure researchers have fair and equal opportunities of attaining career aspirations when they communicate their work and accomplishments during reviews. Departments should be forthright about the requirements within their expectations documents. Written expectations should strike a balance between the vague and the overly explicit. Furthermore, metrics or numbers should be used within the context of the trajectory of the faculty member’s progress.

There are some exceptions in which transparency may not be possible, such as confidential reviews between the faculty member, supervisor, Dean, P&T committee, and so on, but the processes and expectations, including where and when metrics are used, should be communicated to researchers.

5. **Allow those evaluated to verify data and analysis.**

Publication, citation, awards, and grant data used to monitor faculty activity at the
university should always be made openly available, such as the data used to track progress on strategic metrics. Departments must acknowledge that if they do not provide certain data, such as publication data, crucial faculty research activities may be left out of the university’s monitoring and reward systems. In addition, the university should provide education on how to collect and provide such data, and units should plan to budget for funds and staff time towards supporting data collection and research monitoring.

6. **Account for variation by field in publication and citation practices as well as the age of the output(s) being evaluated.**

Junior faculty members, whose evaluations occur within a narrow band of time, will generally have fewer publications and citations than senior researchers. Because of this, citation metrics tend to favor senior researchers, as well as those in the STEM-H fields. In addition, university-level metrics tend to disincentivize long-term projects, such as books, which are more likely to be produced by humanities and arts scholars. In the short-term, faculty should be able to demonstrate the impact of such scholarship through alternative and/or qualitative measures. In the long-term, the university and departments should actively cultivate a healthy research environment that invites and encourages potentially risky, novel, and/or IDR/TDR projects by not over-emphasizing short-term measures, keeping open minds, and allowing faculty to fully explain their projects.

7. **Avoid misplaced concreteness and false precision.**

Virginia Tech is committed to using a wide range of indicators, whether at the micro-level (individual researchers) or the macro-level (e.g., departments, schools, colleges, the university) to ensure that indicators are interpreted with nuance and care. Quantitative indicators designed to measure research impact are prone to conceptual ambiguity, though the data providers that produce these metrics tend to suggest precision and concreteness. However, citation indicator values vary widely based on randomness and conceptual ambiguity; thus, citation indicator values should be used warily, only be calculated to the first decimal place, and the sample size should be considered when assigning meaning or weight to an indicator.

8. **Recognize the systemic effects of assessment and indicators.**

Virginia Tech recognizes that pursuing goals through the use of research metrics can and does invite gaming and manipulation of such metrics, which thus becomes less meaningful, a concept known as Goodhart’s Law. Thus, it is imperative to have open and explicit discussions about the ways in which metrics are used at all levels to improve transparency and trust between administrators and individual researchers, and
to insure that specific research indicators are not linked to resource distribution.13

9. Scrutinize indicators regularly and update them.

Virginia Tech recognizes that goals, missions, and visions shift over the years. In addition, indicators that are trusted and relied upon today may become obsolete or less meaningful or useful. University-level indicators used in the university’s strategic plan and for strategic decision-making should be revisited and regularly updated in accordance with the university’s values, mission, and goals.

Endnotes

1 Virginia Tech has achieved significant research milestones since the establishment of the Beyond Boundaries framework in 2015. Both the Beyond Boundaries vision and the University’s Strategic Plan identify milestones and metrics to chart progress and inform decisions. However, the metrics used to assess progress to meet university-level priorities do not always value or incentivize the production of scholarship and creative works outside large commercial databases. Works such as installations at architectural exhibitions and impactful collaborations with communities to tackle pressing challenges are often excluded. Even relatively conventional publications such as journal articles and books can be excluded. We recognize that research metrics are not necessarily used in isolation to inform the university on the overall quality of research and creative activity, nor for strategic decision-making. However, we stress that maintaining balance in the fair assessment of individual researchers and overarching university goals is crucial to a healthy research ecosystem inside the university as well as more broadly across academia. We believe it essential that the university should commit to a fair, balanced, and sensible approach to the use of research metrics both at an individual and institutional level. This statement focuses on an inclusive spirit with respect to all forms and mediums of research, scholarship, and creative works, so long as the work is high quality according to expert peer assessment.

2 Although Virginia Tech has committed itself to increasing IDR/TDR, the incentives to pursue TDR are not entirely clear or present. For instance, many departments and colleges require the reporting of impact factors or require publication in specific disciplinary journals or venues, which may not be as accepting of IDR/TDR. IDR/TDR journals are still emerging and take time to build their reputations and impact factors. Virginia Tech does promote the importance and value of IDR/TDR, but evaluations of such research need to be more flexible. It also takes time for faculty members who produce IDR/TDR to find qualified external reviewers; nonetheless, such reviewers are critical for a fair and qualitative evaluation process.

3 For example, a department may require or strongly encourage publication in a list of journals for the purposes of obtaining tenure, but this should be communicated to faculty members early on and maintained consistently throughout their two-, four-, and six-year reviews. A suite of metrics should be allowed for use in evaluations rather than a department requiring or relying heavily or exclusively on an individual metric for performance evaluation (e.g., impact factors, h-index, citation counts, publication counts). In addition, alternative metrics could be used to demonstrate impact outside academia, such as mentions in public policy documents, news media, and patents, but such mentions, as with any metric, should be contextualized.
With a land-grant mission stating that it is “dedicated to improving the quality of life and the human condition within the Commonwealth of Virginia and throughout the world,” additional indicators can be selected at the department or unit level to demonstrate the improvement of life and the human condition within the state and/or throughout the world. For example, Virginia Cooperative Extension publishes numerous fact sheets, eBooks, reports, curriculum materials, and more every year that directly benefit local Virginia communities in areas of farming, gardening, youth development, the environment, and others; besides usage statistics of the reports, there are few if any quantitative metrics to show the “impact” of these publications. Rather, qualitative assessment, such as engaging with members of the community to gauge how the reports have improved their quality of life, is more appropriate. Despite the value of qualitative assessment, it is time-intensive for evaluators and university leaders; thus, alternatives to reviewing a researcher’s entire body of work can be considered, such as asking them to select a few works or accomplishments that are representative of their research as well as the careful selection of external reviewers who are qualified to review their work.

Local research and scholarship can be of high quality even when not broadly transferable, generalizable, or internationally recognized; it can have significant impacts on local communities and therefore should be encouraged, incentivized, and valued. For example, project reports such as Youth Risk Behavior Evaluations culminate in unpublished reports for communities, who are in a good position to use the reports to procure funding for programs. Some departments might view the report(s) as an extension of community service but many of these reports are quite comprehensive, of exceptional quality, and a case can be made that the reports are scholarship.

For example, in a closed evaluation system, candidates for promotion and tenure may not know which indicators and expectations are used to evaluate their performance, which allows for speculation, uncertainty, and potentially unfair treatment. In addition, if expectations are general or vague, they can be misconstrued or misinterpreted, whereas explicit expectations can be limiting but provide more clarity.

For example, the author h-index can never decrease, even in the absence of new publications. In addition, the h-index, citation counts, and publication counts are dependent upon the field in which researchers publish as well as its data source. Those in the life sciences tend to have the highest citation counts and publication counts, and thus, they also have the highest h-indices (which are dependent upon both). Fields across the social sciences, arts, and humanities do not tend to produce as many or any journal articles, which are much more common outputs in the STEM-H fields. Instead, these fields may focus more on books, monographs, exhibits, performances, and others, including less traditional forms of scholarship, such as digital humanities projects; these types of scholarship are not well-indexed in commercial bibliographic databases, if included at all. Therefore, some of the more traditional research metrics, such as publication counts, citation counts, impact factors, and the h-index, may not be appropriate indicators for evaluating individuals in these fields. Those who publish single-authored outputs may also be disadvantaged by international collaboration metrics and expectations (also see Principle 3 regarding locally relevant research). Experts in bibliometrics should be consulted when the value or meaning of certain citation indicators are unclear or ambiguous.

An historical monograph, for instance, can take five to seven years from start to publication. The citation lifespans also differ across fields, with citations taking approximately two to three years to meet their peak in many STEM-H fields while taking as long as a decade to reach their peak in the arts and humanities, especially for long-term projects.

For example, the Virginia Tech Strategic Plan lists specific milestones to advance regional,
national, and global impact, all of which are short-term (two to five years) and naturally incentivize colleges to value and encourage production of certain scholarly works over others, especially those that affect the rankings, which only include publications indexed in commercial databases. There are other research metrics included in the SP as well as on the SP Metrics Dashboard outside of publications and citations, such as awards, invention disclosures, license agreements, and start-up companies created from VT research. The metrics and milestones used to measure scholarly productivity and impact are exclusively from commercial databases and focus on short-term measures, which can create a trickle-down effect on the assessment and hiring of individual researchers. In addition, Virginia Tech is now using publication and citation data from Academic Analytics to allocate a small portion of funds to colleges. University leaders play a key role in how measures are used on the macro-level, how they should or could be used on the meso-level (college and department level), and how they can potentially affect individuals. Even in well-designed systems in which leaders communicate the limitations of metrics on the individual level, such uses, especially when tied to monitoring and rewarding colleges or units through funding allocations, can have unintended consequences. From a study on the effects of a national bibliometric system: “it takes considerable effort from both system designers and institutional leaders to prevent these types of quantitative measures to trickling down and affecting local management practices and ultimately individual behaviour in unintended ways. Explicit and open discussions on the ways in which the indicator is used at all levels are required if uncertainty is to be reduced and if unintended effects are to be minimized” (Aagaard, 2015). For university leaders, the allure of readily available metrics to measure performance can tempt them to overemphasize them while simultaneously creating uncertainty and anxiety for individuals who hear contradictions between what administrator and the reality.

10 Even commercially available field-normalized citation metrics are flawed, because the mean is used to characterize the distribution of citations, and therefore cannot always be relied upon, especially in small sample sizes, to demonstrate citation impact. To complicate matters further, field-weighted citation metrics, such as Elsevier’s Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI) metric, carry their own problems. Citation counts usually have a skewed distribution, which leads to an inflated average, whereas percentiles will correct for outliers. Therefore, percentiles should be used instead of averages where possible, and when not possible, outliers should be identified to better interpret the data. Also see this academic blog post on FWCI as it relates to sample sizes. Evaluators should also be aware that novel research and IDR/TDR tends to have higher impact in the long term when successful, but citation growth takes longer than more traditional, disciplinary research. There is a distinction between novel research and IDR/TDR, though there is overlap. Novel research delves into unexplored topics and areas, and it is typically within the realm of IDR/TDR. IDR/TDR is not always novel research (i.e., it is not always groundbreaking when scholars collaborate across disciplines), though it is still newer and less explored than disciplinary research. Novel research also has a significant impact on advancing IDR/TDR, and it is extraordinarily difficult for novel research to be accepted and published within disciplinary borders. In addition, the combination of certain fields tend to produce more novel or ground-breaking research than others. See Wang et al., 2017 for more insight into the citation bias against novel research. Part of this may be explained by the intellectual challenges of taking on IDR/TDR projects, finding and establishing collaborations across fields, and lengthier submission and review processes with publication venues. See Leahy et al., 2017. In addition, pursuing novel and/or IDR/TDR is riskier, which has been shown through greater variance in citation counts, lower funding success, publication in lower-impact journals, delayed recognition (i.e., higher impact in the long-term, but citation growth takes longer), and lower productivity (i.e., fewer publications).

11 For example, it is statistically unnecessary to calculate the journal impact factor to three decimal places, and the data provider (Clarivate Analytics) insists it must do this in order to accurately rank the journals. However, this is not a justification and is unwarranted, especially for
evaluation of journals. The same can be said for the field-weighted citation indicator (FWCI) from Elsevier; it is also not recommended to be used for sample sizes fewer than ten-thousand due to its sensitivity to outliers. Yet, Scopus and SciVal provide the FWCI for individual outputs, researchers, and groups regardless of the sample size.

12 Goodhart’s Law can be summarized as: “When a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure.” See Fire & Guestrin, 2019 or the corresponding blog post for details on how Goodhart’s Law can be seen in academic publishing. In the UK, some institutions actively sought to hire researchers with established publication records directly leading up to the country’s national research institution assessment, the Research Excellence Framework (completed every seven years), rendering the REF’s publication and citation measures less meaningful. Such effects should be anticipated; to mitigate this, a suite of measures should be used, which can complement one another and lend to more nuanced interpretation. Further, directly incentivizing or rewarding scholarship with funding can be harmful to individual researchers and their career paths (see Aagaard, 2015a; Aagaard, 2015b; and de Rijcke, 2015), depending on their career stage and their research area or field.

13 Please see The SCOPE Model Framework, page 12, “The evaluation impact matrix” for more context around how the purposes behind evaluation can affect certain entities more than others. In addition, please see how the European Union and the UK are gradually moving away from metrics-based assessment: “Grants and hiring: will impact factors and h-indices be scrapped?” and the EUA Agreement on Reforming Research Assessment.
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February 28, 2024

To: Vice President of Policy and Governance

From: A/P Faculty Senate Polices and Issues Committee

The A/P Faculty Senate Polices and Issues Committee has reviewed and approves/endorses the Commission on Faculty Affairs Resolution 2023-24E to Endorse the Statement on the Responsible Use of Research Metrics at the University Level.

We have no further comment.